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The Cover
Easy fishing for bullhead catfish. For tips on
an easy catfish cleaning method, see picture
story pages 8 and 9.
Photo by Jim Gladson

Changing Of The Guard
This is to publicly express my sincere appreciation for 40 years of opportunity to serve the fish and wildlife resources and people of Oregon.
Many things have changed during the last 40 years. The steady encroachment of a growing human population upon the available land and water base
and increasing demands upon fish and wildlife resources have resulted in some
sacrifices of production and an erosion of the individual freedoms we all cherish.
Through it all Oregonians have consistently supported programs designed
to maintain a livable environment for both people and wildlife and if we look at
some of the examples around us, we can take great pride in those accomplishments.
One of the great satisfactions of service with the Department of Fish and
Wildlife is the diversity of involvement and the necessity for coordination and
cooperation with a wide range of agencies, corporations and individuals. The
acquaintances and friendships that I have accrued through this process are
treasured.
Of the many constituencies served by the Department, I considered rural
landowners the most important. Their care of the land largely determines fish
and wildlife production and related public benefits. Most Oregonians are concerned about maintaining the productivity of their land and interested in maintaining fish and wildlife. This is one of the reasons that Oregon is a great place
to live and work.
The highlight of my seven years as director was the recent merger of t'
former Fish and Wildlife Commissions and the opportunity to assist with t._
implementation of that constructive change.
The new Department of Fish and Wildlife has a most dedicated and versatile staff and a well balanced Commission. The incoming director, Dr. John
Donaldson, is eminently qualified to provide leadership for the organization.
The public appreciation of fish and wildlife resources has never been greater.
With this combination, Oregon's fish and wildlife resources have a bright future
and the goal of management to provide optimum recreational, economic and
aesthetic benefits for present and future generations will be achieved.
John W. McKean

HUNTER EDUCATION
PROGRAM
INSTRUCTORS APPROVED
Month of June

Total Active
STUDENTS TRAINED
Month of June
Total to Date

5

1,553
471

231,872

HUNTING CASUALTIES REPORTED
IN 1976

Fatal
Nonfatal
Page 2
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Commission Hearing
On August 20 the Fish and Wildlife Commission will hold a public hear,
to take testimony on the upland bird, waterfowl, and furbearer seasons for 1976.
The hearing will be held at the headquarters office of the Commission at SW
17th and Alder in Portland and will start at 10 a.m.
AUGUST 1976
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by Mike Golden

District Fishery Biologist, Bend

Driving west from Bend on Cascade
Lakes Highway, a prospective angler
encounters one lake after another,
each differing in setting and fish population. Nestled among these lakes is
one that surpasses all others in scenic
qualities. Hosmer Lake at the base of
Bachelor Butte can boast not only of
scenery but also of an Atlantic salmon
fishery unique in the western United
States.
"Mud" Lake, as it was originally
known, is located at an elevation of
4,950 feet. It contains 160 acres of
water, averaging approximately 6 feet
in depth with a maximum depth of 11
feet. The lake is fed by Quinn Creek,
a constant temperature stream of 42°

(,
-

In 1962 the name "Mud" Lake was
changed to Hosmer to honor Paul
Hosmer, noted Bend naturalist. To
old- timers it will always be "Mud ".

OREGON WILDLIFE

The search for a place to establish
an Atlantic salmon population focused on Hosmer Lake in the 1950s.

Depth, water quality, and

temperature indicated that Hosmer
was suited to the Atlantic salmon's
needs. Productivity was good with the
main food supply being caddis, mayfly, midge larvae, and freshwater
shrimp.
Several issues had to be resolved
before the fish could be stocked.
Foremost was the establishment of a
brood stock. The original shipment of
10,000 sea -run Atlantic salmon was
received at Wizard Falls Hatchery
from Gaspe Bay, Quebec in 1951.
Early rearing results at the hatchery
were not always successful. Problems
in getting the young fish to feed and
control of bacterial gill disease were
finally surmounted and the brood fish
were ready to produce offspring for

the lake by 1956.
Before Atlantic salmon could be
released into the lake, a population of
carp, that had been introduced prior
to 1940, roach, and some brook trout
had to be removed. This was accomplished with rotenone treatment
in 1957.

The first stocking of Atlantic
salmon was made in 1958. It consisted
of 6,000 yearling salmon and 9,000
fingerlings. Since the initial stocking,
the lake has been maintained with
either annual or biennial stocking of
from 1,000 to 50,000 fish, depending
on the success at Wizard Falls
Hatchery in rearing the fish and the
condition of the fish population in the
lake.
Although Quinn Creek is available
to Atlantic salmon, spawning has
never been successful and the population must be sustained by hatchery
Page 3

fish.

Hosmer was first opened to fishing
in 1961. Anglers were allowed to keep
one salmon. The estimated use on the
lake during the first year of angling
indicated that 7,392 angler trips
resulted in 2,956 salmon taken. The
largest fish taken was 27.5 inches and
weighed 6.25 pounds. The average
length of all fish taken was 20 inches.
In 1962 the regulation was changed
to a catch and release fishery and all
Atlantic salmon taken had to be
returned to the water unharmed.
Anglers are restricted to using flies
with barbless hooks only. Brook trout
which are also present may be retained by the angler. The season at
Hosmer closes on September 30 to
protect maturing adult salmon.
Hosmer Lake anglers enjoyed great
success during the mid -1960s with
many Atlantic salmon in excess of 20
inches caught. A decline in the Atlantic salmon population was noted starting in the late 1960s and continuing
to 1973.
Trap nets, live -traps used in population studies, showed a decline
from 58 fish per trap night in 1968 to 8
fish per trap night in 1973. Corresponding with this decline in numbers was
the loss of large trophy -size fish. As
late as 1971, salmon over 20 inches
made up 74 percent of the trap net
catch. In 1974, no fish over 20 inches
were taken.
Several reasons may be responsible
for the decline.
Atlantic salmon are not like the
Pacific salmon in that they do not die
after spawning. But they do have the
salmon quality of smolting, a
physiological change that takes place
in yearling salmon which signals they
should start their migration to the
ocean. This characteristic has been a
limiting factor in managing the
salmon in Hosmer Lake.
The outlet at Hosmer is located in
the southeast corner of the lake. During high runoff years water spills over
a rock dam, flows approximately 50
yards and then disappears into a hole
in the lava rock. Where it goes from
there is anybody's guess.
When the water is high, smolting
salmon go over the dam and are lost
in the lava hole. At different times the
dam has been raised to help keep the
fish in the lake. This raised the water
level into some of the campgrounds
but was not successful in eliminating
Page 4

the outmigration of salmon. During
low water years the lake does not spill
and the salmon are forced to stay in
the lake. Once they pass the yearling
smolting stage, the inclination to
migrate is reduced although some
larger fish are still lost over the
spillway.
Screening of the outlet is thought to
be impractical, if not impossible,
because it is 75 feet long. Fluctuating
water levels and debris collection
would create a full -time job during
high water to keep the screen functional.
Beginning in 1967, the stocking
schedule was changed at the lake.
Instead of annual stocking, the lake
was switched to a plant of yearlings
every other year. Population studies
showed that the growth rate and survival of yearlings was better than
fingerlings. This stocking policy continued through 1971. During this
period, high water occurred during
three seasons and net catches indicated that many yearling fish
smolted and probably went out the
outlet shortly after they were stocked.
At any rate, they did not appear in
numbers consistent with the stocking
rates. As these fish were being lost,
the larger fish were also slowly disappearing, mostly for natural reasons.
In 1972 steps were taken to correct
the problem. The salmon stocking

was returned to an annual basis with
5,000 yearling and 5,500 fingerlings

stocked.
High water in 1972 resulted in a
of the yearling fish. Only five wet,
taken in the 1973 net sets. Fingerlings
planted in 1972 also had poor survival
but cause of the loss is not known.
In 1973, 4,669 yearling salmon were
stocked and have had good survival in
the lake to date. Coincidentally, 1973
was a low water year with no chance
for smolting fish to leave the lake.
Weather conditions indicated that
1974 was going to be a high water
year. In order to check the theory that
the fish loss was over the dam, half
(or 2,042 yearling salmon) were
planted in July when they were
smolting and the other 2,059 were
held until September after they were
through smolting. In addition, 3,600
excess fingerling were stocked to augment the lagging population.
Studies in the spring of 1975 indicated the fall -planted yearlings had

lore

the best survival. The yearlings
planted as smolts made up only 22
percent of the catch. Only one of the
1974 fingerling plant showed in the
catch. The 1973 yearling plant made
up 33 percent of the catch, continuin
to show good survival. They average
more than 15 inches.
Only one fish stocked prior to 1973
was taken, an 18.7 -inch salmon stock-

;
.

0
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ed as a yearling in 1972. The overall

Buy A Stamp

vations confirmed.
In the summer of 1975, snorkeling

The individual American citizen
can make a substantial contribution
to the conservation of wild waterfowl
in the United States by purchasing a
Migratory Bird Hunting Stamp at the
local post office for $5.
The proceeds from the sale of these
stamps
known popularly as "Duck

net catch indicated that the population remained low, a condition which
ngler catches and visual obserwas conducted throughout the
aquatic weed beds to see if salmon
were concealing themselves in these
areas. This visual investigation failed
to turn up new evidence of fish.
All 4,317 yearling Atlantic salmon
available at Wizard Falls Hatchery
were stocked in September 1975 after
the lake had stopped spilling.
Trap netting in October 1975 took
199 Atlantic salmon. A total of 179, or
90 percent, of these fish had been
stocked one month earlier. Other
than these salmon, the 1973 planted
yearlings continued to show the best
survival and were averaging 19 inches. Salmon stocked in the fall of
1974 survived better than those stocked in the spring. But neither group
appeared to have a high rate of sur-

Stamps" -

directly into the
purchase of wetland habitat for ducks
and geese. The stamp is issued annually and is required of all waterfowl
hunters 16 years of age and older, but
the Interior Department is now encouraging nonhunters who also enjoy
go

the wildlife resource through

photography and birdwatching to
contribute to the U.S. conservation
effort this way.
Since 1934 when Duck Stamps first
went on sale, over $160 million in
revenue has been collected and used
for the setting aside of close to 2
million acres of waterfowl habitat.

vival.

Preliminary investigations in 1976
indicate survival over winter has been
the best in at least four years.
Salmon, particularly those stocked in
"'all of 1975, are being caught by
.anglers in good numbers and are distributed throughout the lake. Even
though survival over the past winter
has been better than usual, the lake
can still hold more fish. Current plans
call for release of 10,000 yearling
salmon averaging 12 inches in the fall
'

of 1976.

Osprey and otter are limiting factors at the lake, specifically a family
of five to seven otters which inhabits
the lake regularly. These animals are
natural predators at the lake and additional fish will be stocked to provide
for their needs. Poaching does not
appear to be a serious problem as
most anglers who use the lake police
themselves.
The Hosmer Lake Atlantic salmon
fishery provides a unique angling opportunity in Oregon. Hosmer's

charms are known far beyond
Oregon's borders as proven by the
large numbers of nonresidents who
come to Oregon specifically to fish for
salmon which they cannot keep.
-- Present management objectives are
3 restore the high fishing quality of
the early 1960s, and observations this
spring indicate the recovery is well on
its way.
OREGON WILDLIFE

Freeze Dry A Trophy
Often a naturalist or sportsman has

wanted to preserve a specimen of a
small mammal or perhaps a fish, but
has hesitated to take it to the taxidermist. If you really want to get in to
this, do what they do to coffee .
freeze dry the specimen. Dr. Morrie
Craig of the Veterinary Medicine
School at Oregon State University
sent us a description and simple plan
for the building of an apparatus for
accomplishing this. Doug Erdmann, a
retired insurance agent in Eugene,
developed the machine working with
Dr. Craig. The first working model
was presented to the Biology Department and Museum of Natural History
at the University of Oregon.
Most of the apparatus was constructed from recycled, discarded
materials and though it won't handle
creatures the size of a deer or
anything like that, it could be a useful
adjunct to small museums or to the
naturalist who wants to preserve
small specimens. Some of the freeze
dried birds prepared by the two innovators have been on display for two
years without showing signs of
deterioration.
If you want a copy of the complete
article with a simple schematic of the
device, write to the editor, Oregon
Wildlife.
.

.

Sportsmen's Numbers And
Contributions Increase
The number of hunters in the U.S.
increased to 16,597,807 in 1975, according to the Wildlife Management
Institute. That is 200,438 more than
in 1974.

Those hunters paid $154,919,581.69
for state hunting licenses during 1975
which is $12,007,246.59 more than the

previous year. In addition,

sport hunters paid $51,169,700 in
manufacturers' excise taxes on sporting firearms and ammunition. Those
funds also went to state agencies for
wildlife restoration work.
Sport hunters paid $11,876,946
in excise taxes on handguns and
archery equipment during 1975.
About 70 percent of that was allotted
to the states for wildlife purposes and
the remainder for hunter education
programs. Added to all that,
sport hunters spent about $11 million
for federal duck stamps in 1975. That
money is used to acquire important
wetlands for wildlife.
Altogether, sport hunters as a group
contributed more than $228 million
for wildlife restoration last year in the
form of licenses, special taxes, and
federal duck stamp fees. Since 1923,
they have paid more than $2.1 billion
for state hunting licenses and fees.
They have paid more than $687
million in excise taxes that help
finance state wildlife programs. And
they have paid more than $165
million for federal duck stamps.
Altogether that is more than $3
billion which sport hunters have contributed to wildlife restoration over
and above what they provide in taxes
as members of the general public.
A cursory look at the number of
hunters reported by the states during
the past 15 years does not jibe with
the widely held belief that hunting is
decreasing in popularity. It has been
said by some that the number of
hunters is increasing, but that the
U.S. population is increasing faster
and thus hunting is on the decline as
a recreational activity. The evidence
does not support that contention.
In 1960, hunters made up 7.7 percent of the total population. In 1965 it
was 7.4 percent. In 1970 it was 7.6 percent. And in 1975 it was 7.7 percent.
D
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Deer Guzzlers
by Paul J. Bonn
District Wildlife Biologist, Bend

Thirsty deer on the waterless
southern slopes of the Paulina Mountains enjoyed an unexpected treat one
summer day in 1959. This was a new
device called a deer guzzler, providing
fresh, clean water for wildlife. This
deer range is without normal sources
of water such as creeks, springs, excavations or reservoirs; thus, the need
for another method of supplying
water.
The structure of the guzzler consists essentially of a drainage apron
made of corrugated metal roofing and
a storage tank or cistern connected to
a drinking trough. Precipitation falling upon the gently sloping roof is
collected in a gutter trough, which in
turn drains the water into a buried
cistern. A pipeline leading from the
cistern is connected to a drinking
trough at a slightly lower level. Water
flowing by gravity to the trough is
controlled by a float valve mechanism
located in a separate compartment of
the trough. This valve meters the
water as it is used and maintains a
constant water level.
The basic storage system consists of
a 600- gallon cistern. In most installations, two cisterns are connected
in series for a 1,200- gallon capacity
and in some areas of heavy use three
cisterns have been installed.
Original models for these water
devices came from the southwest
desert areas of California where structures called gallinaceous guzzlers
were first erected primarily for quail.
These guzzlers were so successful in
the arid country that the effort soon
expanded to other states and included designs for larger species. The
California installations used a

blacktop paving for drainage aprons,
but this type of construction was not
as feasible for use under Oregon conditions. Our most economical structure, in both time and money, is a
roof -type design resting on a
framework of two by sixes and supported by steel posts. The size of the
roof area is determined by the annual
precipitation and the amount of
water desired for storage. Most of the

structures are designed for
minimum of at least
Page 6
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Devices designed for collecting water for deer and other creatures in the arid areas of the
state consist of a drainage apron for collecting the water and an underground storage cistern.
Top of the cistern is at the lower left corner of the collection device.
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Various arrangements are used to supply the water from the collection cistern to the
drinkers. Here a concrete basin is equipped with a float to keep a constant level of water
The water holes are popular with birds and many small animals as well as deer.
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nual precipitation. Most guzzler installations located in forested areas
are in precipitation zones of 14 inches
or more. Guzzlers constructed on
BLM lands are made with larger
collection aprons to compensate for
the lower rainfall in the semi -desert
locations.
Several improvements have been
made in design and structure by
various people since the first installation and are still being made. For example, the original collecting roof was
built in the form of a modified "V"
with the gutter trough in the center
and the storage cisterns centered
directly under the roof. Cleaning the
screens or checking the cistern for
maintenance was time -consuming.
The first modification on the roof was
to make it a single structure with a
gentle slope to the end. The drainage
gutter was then extended beyond the
midge of the roof where the downspout
d into the cistern away from the roof
icself. This has made maintenance
much faster.
The original drinking troughs were
made of reinforced concrete. These

The number of deer guzzlers in
operation in central and southeastern
Oregon has passed the 150 mark. Approximately two -thirds of these structures are located in forested lands,
mainly yellow pine type, and the
other one -third in juniper -sage and
desert type country.
How many deer use the guzzlers?
We know the number is considerable
as well- defined deer trails soon
develop after a guzzler is installed.
These trails become beaten out in a
few years and radiate out from the
trough site like the spokes of a wheel.
It is difficult to say just how many
deer use a watering device but in most
cases, several hundred. Oregon

weighed several hundred pounds and
were awkward to handle, besides being difficult to build. The concrete
troughs were followed during the last
several years by troughs fabricated
from heavy gauge sheet steel. With

procedure proved unsatisfactory
because dye markings were in-

double- compartmented troughs

proper rustproof coating, these
drinking devices were more

economical to build and easier to handle. Next came more modifications in
the form of a freeze -proof float valve
control. This is a valve arrangement
that is boxed in and buried below the
frost line and placed on a level with a
trough located downslope from the
control box.
Other innovations being used experimentally are pressure valves instead of float valves and freeze -proof
drinking troughs. If proven superior

to existing designs, these
modifications will be incorporated

to future structures. The goal is to
design these guzzlers to operate
automatically and to require a
minimum of maintenance.
OREGON WILDLIFE

Wildlife Commission personnel
cooperated with the Fort Rock Ranger
District of the U.S. Forest Service in
August of 1974 to determine how
often a deer returns to drink and how
much it drinks per visit. A marking
device was set up at a guzzler site, using three different dye colors. The
plan was to mark several deer with
different colors and combinations of
colors so each could be recognized
when it returned for a drink but the

distinct.
Other segments of the testing
program were productive, however. A
calibrated water supply was connected to the drinking trough to
measure the amount of water taken.
Deer were monitored around the clock
for eleven days. During that time, 834
deer were recorded drinking an
average of 3.2 quarts per visit. This
usage adds up to a large amount of
water during the summer months and
explains why some guzzlers have run
dry and required refilling by tank
truck. Because of heavy use, many
guzzlers have had extra cisterns attached since the original installation.
Also, additional guzzlers have been
constructed in these areas.
Deer guzzlers were installed in
waterless areas of the summer range
to obtain a better distribution of deer
and improve their body condition,
which better enables them to withs-

tand the rigors of winter. Lactating
does make especially good use of
these structures during the dry
summer months. Another very important use for guzzlers is reducing the
high number of deer killed by cars
along certain stretches of highway.
Car kills on central Oregon highways
were well over the 500 deer per year
mark a few years ago. One of the
highest fatality areas at that time was
between Lava Butte and Paulina
Prairie, south of Bend. Deer summering east of Highway 97 crossed the
road at dusk heading westward
toward the Deschutes River. A series
of guzzlers was installed in a line from
one to two miles east of the highway
paralleling the high mortality zone.
Two summers after the installation of
the guzzlers, traffic mortality was
reduced by over two- thirds and kept
declining. Similar results were obtained on Highway 20 in the Black
Butte area northwest of Sisters.
Guzzlers have been and are currently
being installed near roads in other
areas of eastern Oregon to reduce the
need for deer to cross busy highways.
Besides lowering deer kill, this system
has reduced damage to vehicles and
danger to humans.
Guzzlers in desert habitat are used
by antelope and many other wildlife
species as well as deer. Among those
observed making daily use are
coyotes, squirrels (several species),
woodpeckers, pinon jays, Clark's nutcracker, mourning doves, sage grouse,
and many species of songbirds. Lesser
use by goshawks, redtails, badgers,
mice, and even pika has been observed. The species usually seen using the
guzzlers in largest numbers in the
yellow pine zone is the red crossbill.
Deer, as well as other wildlife
species, can be influenced considerably by the development of
water sources in otherwise suitable

habitat. Guzzler success can be

vouched for by field biologists who
have observed areas formerly lightly
populated by wildlife now being well
used. They are a method of adding
water where food and shelter exist.
Page
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Trout and salmon oriented anglers
of the northwest tend to overlook
some of the fish that can provide un-

surpassed eating and much fishing
fun. Fathers with youngsters about
ready to start fishing often ask where
they can go so that the beginner can
catch a mess of fish. Unfortunately
many of them are thinking about finding out where the fish liberation
truck is going to stop when they
would be better off to break out the
worms and bobber and head for the
nearest warm -water fish pond.
Nothing discourages a neophyte
angler more than no bites or bites and
no catches. Generally during the
summer months something will be
biting in the warm -water ponds and
streams and, if the bullheads are
biting, dad may have to resign
himself to baiting hooks and taking
fish off. They not only bite, but usually do a good job of hooking themselves
if the eager young angler will give
them a chance.
There is one minor problem with all
of this group of fish. They all come
equipped with some rather sharp
spines. If you haven't handled
bluegill, perch, crappie, bass or
bullheads, do so gingerly the first time
so you can locate these potential
prickers.
Taking care of a catch of bullheads
quickly turns many people off.
However, the frosting on the cake for
the new angler is having a portion of
his catch for dinner, so the critters
must be cleaned. Bullheads have a
reputation of being difficult to take
care of with boards, nails, pliers and
various other equipment necessary to
do the job.
But cleaning bullheads doesn't
have to cause a trauma. Ralph
Grenfell, ODFW assistant regional
supervisor in Roseburg, worked for a
number of years in the warm -water
fishery program. In so doing, he learned ways of utilizing the fish he was
managing. With Ralph's assistance
we photographed a bullhead cleaning
method that requires only a pocket
knife. The method works too! We
tried it and with a bit of practice
became fairly proficient. Ralph points
out it works best when the fish are
very fresh. Fresh, deep fat fried
bullhead is a delicacy
and add a
few hush puppies and you have a
classic southern dish.

...
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To Skin A Cat
by Ron Shay

Dorsal

Fin

Spine

Tail

Adipose Fin

lateral

line

Barbels
Anal Fin
Spine
Pectoral

Fin Ventral

Fin

+

Fr

1

,.

1

-How to hold

a bullhead without getting
punctured. Pectoral fins are held out by
the thumb and forefinger, dorsal fin is
behind the hand.

2

-First

4

-Cut

cut to start the cleaning /skinning
process. Diagonally forward and down
just under the dorsal fin. Cut down and
forward to the backbone.

PP"

3

-Next cut through

the skin starting at the
previous cut following along the back.

along the back continues to just L
hind the adipose fin.
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5

-Reach down through first cut and get

6

finger under the end of the backbone.
Folding the fish together along the bottom
of the head and the belly makes this move
work easier. As the fish is folded, air bladder will often burst with a sharp "pop" and
the forward end of the backbone is then
quite easily grasped. In this photo the
corners of the skin along the back have
been peeled back slightly to aid the process. With very fresh fish, this peeling is
usually not necessary.

-Grasp backbone and meat and pull

away

from head and attached viscera, but before going very far look at the next picture.

y'
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r
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7

-This

is how NOT to do it. Hands are opposite each other and soon the skin will
part. The meat should be "rolled" out of
the skin.

8

-Note position

of the hands. The head and viscera with attached skin should be
pulled off parallel to the meat of the fish. The hands and wrists are kept parallel
to each other. This is important to keep from tearing the skin apart.

"o

w
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-Left.

The finished product ready for the pan. Sometimes the lower rear or anal
fin comes out, sometimes it doesn't. It may be removed by grasping the back of
it with pliers and pulling forward. However, it hurts nothing to leave it in while
cooking and after that the fin and small bones with it may be easily removed
by hand. If you want nothing but luscious chunks of meat and have fair sized
fish, filleting of the meat from the bones is easily accomplished at this stage.
However, bullhead bones are large and firm and it is easy to eat the meat from
them like corn off the cob.
Page
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New Reef In The Bay
'

by Jim Gladson

If man looks carefully at the animal
world, it is relatively simple for him
to see that the basic needs there are
the same as his own: food, water, and
shelter. It is harder to view the underwater world of the fish in the same
light but it is nonetheless true. Where
there is no food or shelter, there are
few, if any, fish that remain as perma-

Wildlife financed and placed this reef
but has no future plans to continue in
the business. The Tillamook reef is

1,45x

nent residents.
Tillamook Bay is such a place. The
bottom of the bay is mostly sand and
silt, with little food and no shelter except along the jetties. Catches of
migratory fish such as salmon and
cutthroat are good, but these fish are
just passing through to their home
streams up bay. Historically, the only
place to seek and find the bottom fish
like lingcod and black rockfish has
been along the jetties and on reefs at
sea.
Rocks attract vegetable and animal
life that attaches to the surface. This
food supply and shelter among the
crevices attracts small fish. The small
fish attract large fish and a sustained
food chain is formed.
The inner bay at Tillamook has no
rocky habitat and few resident fish. If
you want bottom fish, climb the jetty
rocks or charter a boat. Or maybe, if
it works, there will be an area on the
west side of the bay that will be good
fishing in a couple of years.
Why? Because it now has a reef of
its own. Not rocks, but tires tied in
bundles. Over one thousand tires
were dropped last month in an area a
bit smaller than a football field.
Where there was only sand, there is
now a surface on which life can cling
and fish can find shelter.
The tires will always be covered by
water. The reef was placed in an area
that was dredged to an average depth
of 30 feet in the 1950s. The spoils were
used at that time to help seal up the
Bayocean spit breakthrough.
The project was two years in planning and the first of its kind in
Oregon. Artificial tire reefs have been
very successful in places like Humboldt Bay in California where fishing
has improved dramatically in the reef
area.
The Department of Fish and
Page 10

considered a pilot project to see if the
concept works in Oregon.
The Department will, however
provide technical advice and he'
with necessary permits for group.
wishing to establish reefs in other
bays of Oregon.
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Old tires as a home for fish? When placed on the bottom of Tillamook Bay, the tires will provide a place for food to grow and shelter
for a variety of bottom fish. Over one thousand tires were placed
in the bay recently.
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New Steel Shot Loads Available

This

and

that

compiled by Ken Durbin

The Sportsman's Right To Know
Public information on controversial
natural resource issues has become a
crime in the eyes of many lawmakers
in this country.

Recently the Idaho Senate barely
managed to reject an attempt to
silence the state Fish and Game
Department. Senator Larry Craig

roposed an amendment to the
department's budget which would
have eliminated $224,000 from the Information and Education Division.
The department has been outspoken
on the potential harm to wildlife by
certain new logging and mining
proposals.
Craig told the Idaho Statesman
(the daily newspaper in Boise) he felt
the department's role was not to inform the public of potential wildlife
destruction, but instead "management after the fact."
In effect, Craig and 15 other
senators who voted for his amendment were saying: "Don't tell us that
a new mine will be in the middle of an
important elk range; just manage
whatever elk are left after the mine
goes in."
This ill -fated attempt to keep the
public ignorant was a follow -up of an

r

Idaho Mining Association public
threat to attempt to cut Fish and
Game's budget. The association
made the threat after the department
Tinted a series of articles critical of
.cpanded phospate development in
southeastern Idaho.
High Country News
*

OREGON WILDLIFE

Many duck hunters who have used
shotshells loaded with steel shot,
either at Sauvie Island or at one of
several federal refuges where they are
required, will be interested to know
that steel shot will be available in
heavier loads this fall.
A release from the WinchesterWestern Division of Olin Corporation
says two new loads -11/4 -ounces shot
in 23/4 -inch shells and 11/2 -ounces in
3 -inch shells
will be offered in shot
sizes 1, 2, and 4 in Winchester and
Western brands.
Since steel is lighter than lead,
more pellets are required to attain a
shot charge of equal weight.
Winchester - Western technicians surmounted the problem of putting more
steel shot pellets into the new shells
by utilizing a rolled crimp and a
special polyethylene top wad called
the Flyaway wad.
The rolled crimp enables the new
23/4 -inch shell to be loaded with 11
percent more steel pellets than can be
used in the same length shell using
the more common fold crimp design.
In the SuperX 3 -inch shell, 9 percent
more steel pellets can be used.
Past problems of an over shot wad
staying in the shot cloud and creating
"blown" patterns has been ended by
the new Flyaway wad, the release
says. The uniquely imbalanced wad
drops aside, leaving the shot charge
unimpeded on its way to the target.
The new loads will have a suggested
retail price of $8.95 per box for the
23/4 -inch shells; the 3 -inch shells will
list at $11.50 per box.

-

*

One For The Fish

According to an Associated Press
item of June 16, 1976, appearing in
The Washington (D.C.) Post, the
U.S. Coast Guard reported that a 73foot fishing vessel was rammed by a
swordfish and seriously damaged early that same day about 150 miles east
of Nantucket. A Coast Guard
helicopter and the cutter, Tamaroa,
were sent to rescue the fishing vessel,
Carla Joyce, that was reported to be
sinking at 3:50 a.m. with a large hole
two feet above its keel. The five persons aboard the vessel were not injured, a Coast Guard spokesman said.
Sport Fishing Institute Bulletin
*

Fishing Facts
About 60 million Americans take at
least one fishing trip each year, making this the biggest sport in the country. How big? According to the

American Fishing Tackle Manufacturers Association, we spent more
than $5 billion on fishing in 1974. The
figures the association compiled
claim some 37 million men and
women are "regular" fishermen, going out three or more times a year.
These regulars will spend an
average of seven dollars a day when
fishing, but less than 70 cents of this
goes for tackle. The rest is spent on
boats, tents, clothing, bait, guides,
food, lodging, transportation and miscellaneous. One of the biggest reasons
for fishing's popularity has to be its
relative low cost, compared to other
sports. The average fisherman will
spend less than $15 a year on fishing
tackle.
Outdoor Oklahoma
*

Nongame

SSS

A report compiled by two U.S.

Forest Service researchers points to
an increase in nonconsumptive interest in wildlife. While sportsmen
have historically provided the bulk of
the funds used in wildlife and habitat
restoration, the researchers found an
explosive growth in monies spent in
the last decade by birdwatchers.
The report specifically points out
that Americans spent approximately
$170 million for birdseed in 1974 and
another $15 million for birdhouses
and feeders. When all was totaled,
beginner and expert birdwatchers
spent about $500 million pursuing
their interests in 1974. This indication of greater public concern for
wildlife is viewed as a good sign, but it
foretells vastly greater responsibilities
for state wildlife departments in the
future.
Outdoor Oklahoma
*

Defenseless Wildlife ??
Twenty -nine people were killed by
wild animals in Kenya's northeastern

desert province last year, Reuters
News agency reports. Twenty of them
were eaten by lions, two by crocodiles,
and one by a hyena, and six were
trampled by elephants, the report
said.
Fish and Wildlife News, USDI
O
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Governors Endorse
Scientific Wildlife
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Management
The

National Governors

Conference has endorsed the concept
and science of wildlife management
as "an absolute requisite in the overall scheme of resource management at
the national, state, regional and local
levels," according to the Wildlife

fl

Herbert Lundy (left), named to the Fish and Wildlife Commission, attending the last Commission meeting in Portland. Lundy was named to replace McKee Smith (right) whose term
expired. Smith was appointed to two terms on the Fish Commission prior to the merger of
the Fish and Wildlife Commissions.

Herb Lundy Named Commissioner

Governor Straub has named

Herbert Lundy of Lake Oswego to
succeed McKee Smith as a member
of the seven person Fish and Wildlife
Commission representing the First
Congressional District.
Lundy, 69, has been editor of The
Oregonian's editorial page since 1956.
He has been with the newspaper for
40 years.

Lundy has had a lifelong interest in

fish and wildlife, enjoying both hunting and fishing. He has served on
state and regional advisory committees of the U.S. Forest Service,
Northwest River Basins Commission,

Northwest Regional Commission,
National Wildlife Federation and

other groups which have given him a
broad exposure to a wide range of
natural resource issues. His appointment will run through June of
1980.

Nehalem River Frontage Received As Gift
Trout anglers in northwest Oregon
are the direct beneficiaries of a 46
acre gift of land to the Department of
Fish and Wildlife. The tract is surrounded on three sides by a mile and
a half of the Nehalem River near
Elsie.
Frank Charnley, age 88, donated
the property to provide angler access
and recreational use. His gift makes
permanent an arrangement he has
had with the Department to allow
public access for the past 20 years.
In return for the gift the Department agreed to pay back taxes, a
OREGON

f"
Fish & Wildlife

1634 S. W. ALDER STREET
P. 0. BOX 3503
PORTLAND, OREGON 97208

timber appraisal fee and attorney fees
totaling about $2,500, and to provide
a supplement to Mr. Charnley's fixed
World War I pension.
The lovely, timbered peninsula is
accessible from two signed spots
along the Nehalem River road south
of Elsie. Anglers may park their cars
at either access point and walk onto
the area. Angling is primarily for
native and stocked cutthroat trout
and is best shortly after the season
opens in the spring before the river

reaches summer levels and
temperature.
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STATE GAME COMMISSION

Management Institute.
In conveying support for scientific
wildlife management, the Conference
stated, "Consumptive and non consumptive use of wildlife totals
over one billion man -days annually in
America. The direct economic impact
nationwide of these activities approached $10 billion in 1974 and has
shown substantial annual increases as
revealed by recurring national surveys. Clearly, the concept of wildlife
management in its broadest interpretation has emerged to a place of
prominence."
The Conference noted that a variety of things had caused a loss of
wildlife habitat and said, "The
results were clearly visible in reduced
numbers and occasional eliminate
of some species of wildlife."

The Conference pointed out,

however, that "This situation is being
reversed." It said there is general
public acceptance of sound wildlife
management principles, which include conservation education, habitat

management,

controlled wildlife
harvesting, applied research and law
enforcement. The governors said that
federal and state agencies are working
together to help wildlife.
"We should not relax in our surveillance and management of
wildlife," the governors said. "Present threats to habitat are often insidious and subtle in their effects.
Land drainage, expansion of cities,
development of rural areas, use of
pesticides and the tendency toward
over -protection have now been added
to the more traditional dangers of
mining, oil spills and industrial
pollution."

